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Abstract
A fundamental problem of statistical data analysis, density estimation by experimental data, is
considered. A new method with optimal asymptotic behavior, the root density estimator, is
proposed to solve the problem. The method is based on the representation of the probability density
as a squared absolute value of a certain function, which is referred to as a psi function in analogy
with quantum mechanics. The psi function is represented by an expansion in terms of an
orthonormal set of functions. The expansion coefficients are estimated by the maximum likelihood
method. An iteration algorithm for solving the likelihood equation is presented. The stability and
rate of convergence of the solution are studied. A special iteration parameter is introduced: its
optimal value is chosen on the basis of the maximin strategy. Numerical simulation is performed
using the set of the Chebyshev—Hermite functions as a basis. It is shown that the introduction of
the psi function allows one to represent the Fisher information matrix as well as statistical
properties of the estimator of the state vector (state estimator) in simple analytical forms. A new
statistical characteristic, a confidence cone, is introduced instead of a standard confidence interval.
The chi-square test is considered to test the hypotheses that the estimated vector converges to the
state vector of a general population and that both samples are homogeneous. The problem of
choosing an optimal number of harmonics in the expansion is discussed. The method proposed may
be applied to its full extent to solve the statistical inverse problem of quantum mechanics, namely,
estimating the psi function on the basis of the results of mutually complementing experiments. The
maximum likelihood technique and likelihood equation are generalized in order to analyze quantum
mechanical experiments. The Fisher information matrix and covariance matrix are considered for a
quantum statistical ensemble. The constraints on the energy are shown to result in high-frequency
noise reduction in the reconstructed state vector.
Introduction
A key problem of statistical data analysis is the problem of estimating the probability
distribution density. Almost all problems related to experimental data processing are reduced to
either estimating the probability density (when experimental data have to be described in terms of
statistical distributions) or determining the goodness of fit between data observed experimentally
and theoretical density model (if exists).
Such a statement of the fundamental problem is recognized only de jure in the literature on
mathematical statistics (and even not always). De facto, classical objects of mathematical statistics
are smooth parametrized families of densities ( ),..., 21 θθxp  with either one or two unknown
parameters ,..., 21 θθ  to be estimated using the observed data. The functional form of the density is
assumed to be initially prescribed. Such a parametric analysis is well developed to estimate the
parameters of a rather small number of distributions (including Gaussian, exponential, binomial,
Poisson and several other specific distributions). The maximum likelihood method is regarded as
the most perfect one to estimate the parameters. This method yields estimators that are close, in a
certain sense, to the best possible estimators (see below).
2The basic limitation of the traditional parametric approach is that it is impossible to describe
distributions of an arbitrary form. This drawback has objective underlying causes. Indeed, the
problem of statistical density estimator is an inverse problem of probability theory (while the direct
problems are calculating various frequency quantities on the basis of a given model of a random
event). The problem under consideration turns out to be ill-posed. This implies that in the absence
of any a priori information about the distribution law ( )xp  of a random variable, the problem of
density estimation does not admit a solution.
The ill-posedness is a common feature of inverse problems. In the absence of additional
information based on either objective knowledge or, at least, common sense (i.e., when there is no
any a priori information), a researcher can try to seek a correct dependence in a wide class of
functions. In this case, empirical data are sometimes insufficient to reliably estimate the statistical
distribution, since there are a lot of functions that essentially differ from each other and, at the same
time, correctly describe statistical data. Additional a priori considerations resulting in narrowing the
class of functions are related to ranging solutions in their complexity. For example, one may
consider lower harmonics as simpler compared to higher in standard sets of basis functions, or
introduce so-called smoothing functionals etc.
A general approach to ill-posed problems was developed by Tikhonov [1]. An interpretation
of an inverse problem of probability theory as ill-posed was given in the Prokhorov—Chentsov
theory of probability measures (see Appendix 2 in [2]). Regularization of the problem of probability
density estimation by smoothing an empirical distribution function is presented by Vapnik and
Stefanyuk [3, 4]. Sometimes, it is convenient to smooth quantities found from an empirical
distribution function by monotonous transformations rather than an empirical distribution itself. For
instance, in the reliability assurance problems, it is convenient to perform smoothing in the so-
called Weibull coordinates [5, 6].
In mathematical statistics, two basic kinds of estimators are usually considered: the kernel
density estimator and orthogonal series estimator.
Kernel density estimators [7—10] (also called the Rosenblatt—Parzen estimators) are based
on smoothing each point in a sample over its certain neighborhood. In this case, the density has the
form: 
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where nxx ,...,1  is the sample of the size n ; ( )xK , the distribution density; and nh , the
sequence of the parameters describing the bandwidth.
If ∞→n  and 0→nh ,  01 →
nnh
 , under certain sufficiently general conditions,
the kernel density estimator approaches the true density characterizing the general population.
Corresponding density estimator is asymptotically unbiased, consistent, and asymptotically normal.
A number of papers were devoted to the optimal selection of the bandwidth that is of a primary
importance for kernel density estimation (see, e.g., [11—14]).
Now, the development of the theory of kernel density estimators is concerned with
performing estimations in spaces of arbitrary nature allowing one to consider nonnumeric objects
[15, 16].
The orthogonal series estimator [17—20] proposed by  Chentsov  (1962) is based on the
expansion of an unknown distribution density into the Fourier series, and subsequent estimation of
the expansion coefficients by a sample. The density estimator by first m  terms of the Fourier
series is
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and ( ) 1,2,...j    , =xjϕ  is the orthonormal basis.
Both kernel and orthogonal series estimators can be regarded as delta sequence estimators
[21].
The sequence of functions ( )yxm ,δ  of two arguments is referred to as a delta sequence if
the integrals of these functions multiplied by arbitrary sufficiently good (for example, finite and
infinitely differentiable) function ( )xf  satisfy the condition
( ) ( ) ( )xfdyyfyxmm =∫→∞ ,lim δ  (I.4)
A delta-like character of kernel density estimators (at any finite n  and 0→h ) is evident
directly.
For orthogonal series estimators, from (I.1)—(I.3) we find
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where the delta-like kernel is
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The delta-like character of the kernel follows from the completeness of the set of basis
functions:
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The delta-like character of the estimators makes it possible to illustrate the ill-posedness of
the inverse problem of probability theory. For arbitrary given set of experimental data, having
passed through a certain optimum value, the density estimator begins gradually falling apart with
increasing number of terms m  in the case of an orthogonal series estimator (or with decreasing
bandwidth h  in the case of a kernel estimator) turning finally into a set of sharp peaks related to
sample points.
Note that a delta sequence (I.6) is not a priori nonnegative. This may result in appearing
meaningless negative values of probability density. Kernel density estimators have no this
drawback, since the kernel is chosen by a researcher and, hence, can always be selected
nonnegative. However, in the theory of kernel density estimators, kernels that are not positively
defined are sometimes used in order to decrease the bias of density estimator [15].
A certain advantage of orthogonal density estimators is that they can yield analytical density
approximation. Anyway, some data reduction takes place if the consideration is restricted to a few
terms in the Fourier series. At the same time, kernel density estimators, generally speaking, do not
provide data reduction, since they require permanently storing of all the initial data.
An orthogonal density estimator may be referred to as the Gram-Charlier estimator [22, 23].
In the Gram-Charlier estimators, it is assumed that the density is determined by a reference density( )xp0  (as a rule, the Gaussian distribution) in zero-order approximation. If this density is given, it
4is better to use the functions that are orthonormal with respect to the weight function ( )xp0
instead of the ordinary orthonormal set:
( ) ( ) ( ) ijji dxxpxx δϕϕ =∫ ∗ 0 . (I.8)
The Chentsov estimator corresponds to the case ( ) 10 =xp .
Note that a set of functions that are orthonormal with respect to a weight function can be
derived from any given system of linearly independent functions by a standard orthogonalization
procedure.
An unknown density estimator in the Gram-Charlier method is sought in the form of the
expansion
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where the expansion coefficients are estimated by
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This paper is based on a symbiosis of mathematical tools of quantum mechanics and the
Fisher maximum likelihood principle in order to find nonparametric (or, more precisely,
multiparametric) effective density estimators with most simple (and fundamental) statistical
properties.
The method proposed, the root density estimator, is based on the representation of the
density in the form of a squared absolute value of a certain function, which is referred to as a psi
function in analogy with quantum mechanics.
The introduction of the psi function results in substantial reduction in the structure of both
the Fisher information matrix and covariance matrix of estimators, making them independent of a
basis, allows one to provide positive definiteness of the density and represent results in a simple
analytical form.
The root density estimator being based on the maximum likelihood method has optimal
asymptotic behavior in contrast to kernel and orthogonal series estimators.
The likelihood equation in the method of the root density estimator has a simple quasilinear
structure and admits developing effective rapidly converging iteration procedure even in the case of
multiparametric problems (for example, when the number or parameters to be estimated runs up to
many tens or even hundreds). That is why the problem under consideration favorably differs from
the other well-known problems solved by the maximum likelihood method when the complexity of
numerical simulations rapidly increases and the stability of algorithms decreases with increasing
number of parameters to be estimated.
Basic objects of the theory (state vectors, information and covariance matrices etc.) become
simple geometrical objects in the Hilbert space that are invariant with respect to unitary
(orthogonal) transformations.
1.  Maximum Likelihood Method and Fisher Information Matrix
Let ( )nxxx ,...,1=  be a sample under consideration represented by n  independent
observations from the same distribution ( )θxp . Here, θ  is the distribution parameter (in
general, vector valued).
The likelihood function is determined by the following product:
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5The formula under consideration is the n -dimensional joint density of random
distributions of the components of the vector ( )nxxx ,...,1=  interpreted as a set of independent
random variables with the same distribution. But if ( )nxxx ,...,1=  is a certain realization
(fixed sample), the likelihood function as a function of θ  characterizes the likeliness of various
values of the distribution parameter.
According to the maximum likelihood principle put forward by Fisher in 1912 [24] and
developed in the twenties of the last century [25], the value θˆ   from the region of acceptability,
where the likelihood function reaches its maximum value, should be taken as an estimation for θ .
As a rule, it is more convenient to deal with the log likelihood function:
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Both the log likelihood and likelihood functions have extrema at the same points due to the
monotonicity of the logarithm function.
The necessary condition for the extremum of the log likelihood function is determined by
the likelihood equation of the form
0ln =∂
∂
θ
L
. (1.3)
If ( )sθθθ ,...,1=  is an s -dimensional parameter vector, we have the set of the
likelihood equations
siL
i
,...,1        0ln ==∂
∂
θ  (1.4)
The basic result of the theory of maximum likelihood estimation is that under certain
sufficiently general conditions, the likelihood equations have a solution ( )sθθθ ˆ,...,ˆˆ 1=  that is a
consistent, asymptotically normal, and asymptotically efficient estimator of the parameter( )sθθθ ,...,1=  [22, 26-28].
Formally, the aforesaid may be expressed as( )( )θθθ 1,~ˆ −IN . (1.5)
The last formula means that the estimator θˆ  is asymptotically (at large n ) a random
variable with a multidimensional normal distribution with the mean equal to the true value of the
parameter θ  and the covariance matrix equal to the inverse of the Fisher information matrix.
The Fisher information matrix elements are
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )dxxpxpxpnI
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The factor n  indicates that the Fisher information is additive (the information of a sample
consists of the information in its points). At ∞→n , the covariance matrix asymptotically
tends to zero matrix, and, in particular, the variances of all the components become zero
(consistency).
6The fundamental significance of the Fisher information consists in its property to set the
constraint on achievable (in principle) accuracy of statistical estimators. According to the Cramer-
Rao inequality [28], the matrix ( ) ( )θθ 1ˆ −−Σ I   is nonnegative for any unbiased estimator θˆ  of
an unknown vector valued parameter θ . Here, ( )θˆΣ  is the covariance matrix for the estimator
θˆ . The corresponding difference asymptotically tends to a zero matrix for the maximum likelihood
estimators (asymptotic efficiency).
2.  Psi Function and Likelihood Equation
A psi function considered further is a mathematical object of statistical data analysis. This
function is introduced in the same way as in quantum mechanics (see, e.g., [29-31]) to drastically
simplify statistical density estimators obtained by the maximum likelihood method.
The introduction of the psi function implies that the “square root” of the distribution
function
( ) ( )2xxp ψ=  (2.1)
is considered instead of the distribution function itself.
Let the psi function depend on s  unknown parameters 110 ,...,, −sccc  (according to
quantum mechanics, the basis functions are traditionally numbered from zero corresponding to the
ground state). The parameters introduced are the coefficients of an expansion in terms of a set of
basis functions:
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Assume that the set of the functions is orthonormal. Then, the normalization condition (the
total probability is equal to unity) is given by
1
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Hereafter, the asterisk denotes the complex conjugation.
We will consider sets of basis functions that are complete for ∞→s . At a finite s , the
estimation of the function by (2.2) involves certain error. The necessity to restrict the consideration
to a finite number of terms is related to the ill-posedness of the problem. Because of the finite set of
experimental data, a class of functions, where the psi function is sought, should not be too wide;
otherwise a stable description of a statistical distribution would be impossible. Limiting the number
of terms in the expansion by a finite number s  results in narrowing the class of functions where a
solution is sought. On the other hand, if the class of functions turns out to be too narrow (at too
small s ), the dependence to be found would be estimated within too much error. The problem of
an optimal choice of the number of terms in the expansion is discussed in greater detail in Sec. 7.
The maximum likelihood method implies that the values maximizing the likelihood function
and its logarithm
( )∑
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maxlnln  (2.4)
are used as most likely estimators for unknown parameters 110 ,...,, −sccc .
The probability density is
7( ) ( ) ( )xxccxp jiji *** ϕϕψψ == . (2.5)
Hereafter, we imply the summation over recurring indices numbering the terms of the
expansion in terms of basis functions (unless otherwise stated). On the contrary, statistical sums
denoting the summation over the sample points will be written in an explicit form.
At sample points, the distribution density is( ) ( ) ( )kjkijik xxccxp *** ϕϕψψ == . (2.6)
In our case, the likelihood function has the form
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In view of the normalization condition, seeking an extremum of the log likelihood function
is reduced to that for the following function:( )1ln * −−= iiccLS λ , (2.8)
where λ  is the Lagrange multiplier.
The necessary condition for an extremum yields the likelihood equation( ) ( )
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Thus, the problem of looking for the extremum is reduced to the eigenvalue problem
1,...,1,0,        −== sjiccR ijij λ , (2.10)
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The problem (2.10) is formally linear. However, the matrix ijR  depends on an unknown
density ( )xp . Therefore, the problem under consideration is actually nonlinear, and should be
solved by the iteration method (see below).
An exception is the histogram density estimator presented below when the problem can be
solved straightforwardly.
Multiplying both parts of Eq. (2.10) by 
∗
ic  and summing with respect to i , in view of
(2.3) and (2.5), we find that the most likely state vector c  always corresponds to its eigenvalue
n=λ .
Let us verify whether the substitution of the true state vector into the likelihood equation
turns it into an identical relation (in the asymptotic limit). Indeed, at a large sample size
( ∞→n ), according to the law of large numbers (the sample mean tends to the population
mean) and the orthonormality of basis functions, we have
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Thus, the matrix Rn
1
 asymptotically tends to unit matrix. In other words, Eq. (2.10) shows
that the true state vector is its solution for ∞→n  (consistency). The matrix R
n
1
 may be
referred to as a quasi-unit.
Let us assume that the basis functions ( )xiϕ  and the state vector c  are real valued.
Then, the basic equation for the state vector (2.10) can be expressed in the form
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Here, we have written the summation signs for clearness. As is easily seen, the solution of this
equation satisfies the normalization condition (2.3).
3.  Histogram Density Estimator
In order to study the histogram density estimator, one has to assume that a distribution is
given in a finite region (in the case of variables distributed along an infinite interval, it is necessary
to cut off the distribution tails, e.g., by using maximum and minimum values in the sample as
bounds).
Let us divide the full range of variation for a random variable into a finite number of
intervals. Points sxxx ,...,, 10  divide the full range of variation for a random variable into s
intervals (bins).
Assume that
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The functions ( ) 1,...,1,0     −= sixiϕ  form an orthonormal but, of course, incomplete set.
Equation (2.3) yields the following most likely estimator for the psi function:
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where in  is the number of points in i -th interval.
In order to avoid appearing indeterminate forms (zero divided by zero) while calculating the
expansion coefficients ic , one has to assume that 0>in  in each interval.
As is easily seen, the square of the psi function constructed in this way is a histogram
density estimator.
Applying a unitary transformation to the found state vector shows a natural way to smooth a
histogram density estimator that is as follows.
9Let us transform the column vector ic  and basis functions ( )xiϕ  by a unitary matrix
U :
kiki cUc =′ , (3.3)( ) ( )xUx lili ϕϕ ∗=′ . (3.4)
The psi function and, hence, the density turn out to be invariant with respect to this
transformation. Indeed,( ) ( ) ( ) ( )xcxUcUxcx lllilkikii ϕϕϕψ ==′′=′ ∗ . (3.5)
Here, we have taken into account that due to the unitarity of the matrix U ,
lkikliikil UUUU δ== +∗ . (3.6)
The plus superscript denotes the Hermitian conjugation.
The aforementioned transformation will be useful if the basis functions ( )xiϕ′  in a new
representation may be ranged in increasing complexity in such a way that the amplitudes ic′
corresponding to first (most simple) basis functions turn out to be large, whereas those
corresponding to more complex basis functions, relatively small. Then, a histogram density can be
smoothed by truncating higher harmonics.
A classical example of such a unitary transformation is the discrete Fourier transform given
by the matrix

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U kl
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A state vector resulting from the unitary transformation with the matrix (3.7) may be
interpreted as a frequency spectrum of a signal that is the histogram estimator of a psi function.
In general case, choosing a unitary transformation and a way in which to filter noise, and
ranging basis functions in ascending order of complexity should be performed on the basis of the
analysis of a particular problem. A statistical fluctuation level for an empirical psi function is
discussed in Sec. 5.
4.  Computational Approach to Solving Likelihood Equation
In order to develop an iteration procedure for Eq. (2.13), let us rewrite it in the form
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Here, we have introduced an additional parameter 10 <<α  that does not change the equation
itself but substantially influences the solution stability and the rate of convergence of an iteration
procedure.
Let us represent an iteration procedure (transition from r -th to 1+r -th approximation) in
the form
10
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Let us study the conditions of stable convergence of the iteration procedure to the solution.
We restrict our consideration to the case of small deviations. Let cδ  be any small deviation of an
approximate state vector from the exact solution of Eq. (4.1) at arbitrary step; and 
'cδ , that at the
next iteration step. The squared distance between the exact and approximate solutions is
( ) ( )cc T δδ .
A fundamental condition for an iteration procedure to converge is that the corresponding
mapping has to be contracting (see the principle of contracting mappings and fixed point theorem
[32, 33]). A mapping is contracting if ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )cccc TT δδδδ <′′ . It can be proved that
cAc δδ =' , (4.3)
where A  is the perturbation matrix:( )R
n
EA αα −−= 1 . (4.4)
Here, E  is an ( )ss×  unit matrix.
After an iteration, the squared distance is decreased by
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )cBccccc TTT δδδδδδ =′′− , (4.5)
where AAEB T−=  (4.6)
is the contracting matrix.
The mapping is contracting if B  is a positive matrix.
The minimum eigenvalue minλ  of the B  matrix is expedient to consider as a measure of
contractility. An eigenfunction related to minλ  corresponds to perturbation that is worst from the
convergence standpoint. Thus, the parameter minλ  characterizes the guaranteed convergence,
since the squared distance decreases at least by %100min ⋅λ  at each step.
Let 0R  be the vector of eigenvalues for the R  matrix.
The B -matrix eigenvalues are expressed in terms of the R -matrix eigenvalues by
( ) ( ) 2
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2 1121 iii Rn
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The minimum of this expression at any given α  is determined by either maximum (at
small α ) or minimum (at large α ) iR0 .
As an optimal value of α , we will use the value at which minλ  reaches its maximum
(maximin rule). An optimal value of α  is determined by the sum of maximum and minimum
values of iR0 :
0
0
2 Dn
D
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For the difference of distances between the approximate and exact solutions before and after
iteration, we have
ερρ ≤′ , where min1 λε −= . (4.9)
The distance between the approximate 
( )rc  and exact c  solutions decreases not slower
than infinitely decreasing geometric progression [33]
( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )100 ,
1
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r
rr ρε
ερερ −≤≤ . (4.10)
The result obtained implies that the number of iterations required for the distance between
the approximate and exact solutions to decrease by the factor of ( )0exp k  is
( )min
0
0 1ln
2
λ−
−≈ kr . (4.11)
Figure 1 shows an example of the analysis of the iteration procedure convergence. A
dependence ( )αλmin  to be found is shown by a solid curve consisted of two segments of
parabolas. Besides that, Fig. 1 shows the number of iterations resulted in the same solution for
various α  at a given accuracy, as well as the approximation of the number of iterations by (4.1)
(dotted line). The log likelihood function was controlled in the course of the iteration procedure: the
procedure was stopped when the log likelihood function changed by less than 
1010− .
Fig 1. A dependence of the minimum eigenvalue 
of the contracting matrix (left scale) and the number
of iterations (right scale) on the iteration parameter
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5.  Statistical Properties of State Estimator
For the sake of simplicity, consider a real valued psi function.
Let an expansion have the form
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )xcxcxccx sss 111102 121 ......1 −−− +++++−= ϕϕϕψ .  (5.1)
Here, we have eliminated the coefficient ( )2 1210 ...1 −++−= sccc  from the set of parameters to be
estimated, since it is expressed via the other coefficients by the normalization condition.
The parameters 121 ,...,, −sccc  are independent. We will study their asymptotic behavior
using the Fisher information matrix [22, 26-28]
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )dxcxp
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∂
∂⋅= ∫ . (5.2)
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It is of particular importance for our study that the Fisher information matrix drastically
simplifies if the psi function is introduced:( ) ( )dx
c
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In the case of the expansion (5.1), the information matrix ijI  is ( ) ( )11 −×− ss  matrix of
the form
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A noticeable feature of the expression (5.4) is its independence on the choice of basis functions. Let
us show that only the root density estimator has this property.
Consider the following problem that can be referred to as a generalized orthogonal series
density estimator. Let the density p  be estimated by a composite function of another (for
simplicity, real-valued) function g . The latter function, in its turn, is represented in the form of the
expansion in terms of a set of orthonormal functions, i.e.,
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Let the coefficients 1,...,1,0  ; −= sici  be estimated by the maximum likelihood method.
Consider the following matrix:
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The structure of this matrix is simplest if its elements are independent of both the density
and basis functions. This can be achieved if (and only if) ( )gp  satisfies the condition
const
g
p
p
=


∂
∂ 21
yielding
pconstg = . (5.7)
Choosing unity as the constant in the last expression, we arrive at the psi function
pg ==ψ  with the simplest normalization condition (2.3).
The I~  matrix has the form
1,...,1,0,            4~ −== sjinI ijij δ . (5.8)
The I~  matrix under consideration is not the true Fisher information matrix, since the
expansion parameters ic  are dependent. They are related to each other by the normalization
condition. That is why we will refer to this matrix as a prototype of the Fisher information matrix.
As is seen from the asymptotic expansion of the log likelihood function in the vicinity of a
stationary point, statistical properties of the distribution parameters are determined by the quadratic
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form ∑−
=
1
0,
~s
ji
jiij ccI δδ . Separating out zero component of the variation and taking into account that
∑−
=
=
1
1,
2
0
2
0
s
ji
ji
ji cc
c
cc
c δδδ  (see the expression (5.12) below), we find
∑∑ −
=
−
=
=
1
1,
1
0,
~ s
ji
jiij
s
ji
jiij ccIccI δδδδ , (5.9)
where the true information matrix I  has the form of (5.4).
Thus, the representation of the density in the form 2ψ=p  (and only this representation)
results in a universal (and simplest) structure of the Fisher information matrix.
In view of the asymptotic efficiency, the covariance matrix of the state estimator is the
inverse Fisher information matrix:( ) ( )cIc 1ˆ −=Σ  (5.10)
The matrix components are
( )jiijij ccn −=Σ δ41 1,...,1 , −= sji . (5.11)
Now, let us extend the covariance matrix found by appending the covariance between the
0c  component of the state vector and the other components.
Note that
i
i
i
i
c
c
cc
c
cc δδδ
0
0
0
−=∂
∂= . (5.12)
This yields
( )
n
cc
nc
ccc
c
c
cc
c
ccc
jijjiiiji
ji
i
jj
44
0
00
0
00
−=−−=Σ−=
=−==Σ
δ
δδδδ
. (5.13)
Similarly,
n
c
c
cc
cc
c
cc
cc ij
ji
ji
ji
4
1 20
2
0
2
0
0000
−=Σ===Σ δδδδ . (5.14)
Finally, we find that the covariance matrix has the same form as (5.11):
( )jiijij ccn −=Σ δ41   1,...,1,0 , −= sji . (5.15)
This result seems to be almost evident, since the zero component is not singled out from the
others (or more precisely, it has been singled out to provide the fulfillment of the normalization
condition). From the geometrical standpoint, the covariance matrix (5.15) is a second-order tensor.
Moreover, the covariance matrix (up to a constant factor) is a single second-order tensor
satisfying the normalization condition.
Indeed, according to the normalization condition,( ) 02 == iiii cccc δδ . (5.16)
Multiplying the last equation by an arbitrary variation jcδ  and averaging over the
statistical ensemble, we find
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( ) 0=Σ= ijijii cccEc δδ . (5.17)
Only two different second-order tensors can be constructed on the basis of the vector ic : ijδ  and
jicc . In order to provide the fulfillment of (5.17) following from the normalization condition,
these tensors have to appear in the matrix only in the combination (5.15).
It is useful to consider another derivation of the covariance matrix. According to the
normalization condition, the variations icδ  are dependent, since they are related to each other by
the linear relationship (5.16). In order to make the analysis symmetric (in particular, to avoid
expressing one component via the others as it has been done in (5.1)), one may turn to other
variables that will be referred to as principle components.
Consider the following unitary (orthogonal) transformation:
1,...,1,0,          −== sjifcU ijij δδ . (5.18)
Let the first (to be more precise, zero) row of the transformation matrix coincide with the
state vector: jj cU =0 . Then, according to (5.16), the zero variation is identically zero in new
coordinates: 00 =fδ .
The inverse transformation is
1,...,1,0,          −==+ sjicfU ijij δδ . (5.19)
In view of the fact that 00 =fδ , the first (more precisely, zero) column of the matrix +U
can be eliminated turning the matrix into the factor loadings matrix L . Then
1,...,1     ;1,...,1,0         −=−== sjsifLc jiji δδ .   (5.20)
The relationship found shows that s  components of the state-vector variation are expressed
through 1−s  principal components (that are independent Gaussian variables).
In terms of principle components, the Fisher information matrix and covariance matrix are
proportional to a unit matrix:
ij
f
ij nI δ4= 1,...,1 , −= sji , (5.21)
n
ff ijji
f
ij 4
δδδ ==Σ 1,...,1 , −= sji . (5.22)
The last relationship particularly shows that the principal variation components are
independent and have the same variance n4
1
.
The expression for the covariance matrix of the state vector components can be easily found
on the basis of (5.22). Indeed,
n
LL
n
LLffLLcc jkikksjsikskjsikjiij 44
====Σ δδδδδ . (5.23)
In view of the unitarity of the +U  matrix, we have
ijjijkik ccLL δ=+ . (5.24)
Taking into account two last formulas, we finally find the result presented above:
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( )jiijij ccn −=Σ δ41    1,...,1,0 , −= sji . (5.25)
In quantum mechanics, the matrix
jiij cc=ρ  (5.26)
is referred to as a density matrix (of a pure state). Thus,
( )ρ−=Σ E
n4
1
, (5.27)
where E  is the ss×  unit matrix.
In the diagonal representation,
+=Σ UDU , (5.28)
where U  and D  are unitary (orthogonal) and diagonal matrices, respectively.
As is well known from quantum mechanics and readily seen straightforwardly, the density
matrix of a pure state has the only (equal to unity) element in the diagonal representation. Thus, in
our case, the diagonal of the D  matrix has the only element equal to zero (the corresponding
eigenvector is the state vector); whereas the other diagonal elements are equal to 
n4
1  (corresponding
eigenvectors and their linear combinations form a subspace that is orthogonal complement to the
state vector). The zero element at a principle diagonal indicates that the inverse matrix (namely, the
Fisher information matrix of the s -th order) does not exist. It is clear since there are only 1−s
independent parameters in the distribution.
The results on statistical properties of the state vector reconstructed by the maximum
likelihood method can be summarized as follows. In contrast to a true state vector, the estimated
one involves noise in the form of a random deviation vector located in the space orthogonal to the
true state vector. The components of the deviation vector (totally, 1−s  components) are
asymptotically normal independent random variables with the same variance 
n4
1 . In the
aforementioned 1−s -dimensional space, the deviation vector has an isotropic distribution, and its
squared length is the random variable 
n
s
4
2
1−χ , where 2 1−sχ  is the random variable with the chi-square
distribution of 1−s  degrees of freedom, i.e.,
( )( ) ( ) 1,...,1,0          , 00 −=+⋅= sicccc iii ξ . (5.29)
where ( )0c  and c  are true and estimated state vectors, respectively; ( )( ) ( )00, iicccc = , their scalar
product; and iξ , the deviation vector. The deviation vector is orthogonal to the vector ( )0c  and has
the squared length of 
n
s
4
2
1−χ  determined by chi-square distribution of 1−s  degrees of freedom, i.e.,
( )( ) ( ) 0, 00 == iicc ξξ    ( ) nsii 4,
2
1−== χξξξξ (5.30)
Squaring (5.29), in view of (5.30), we have
( )( )
n
cc s
4
,1
2
120 −=− χ . (5.31)
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This expression means that the squared scalar product of the true and estimated state vectors
is smaller than unity by asymptotically small random variable 
n
s
4
2
1−χ .
The results found allow one to introduce a new stochastic characteristic, namely, a
confidence cone (instead of a standard confidence interval). Let ϑ  be the angle between an
unknown true state vector ( )0c  and that c  found by solving the likelihood equation. Then,
( )( )
nn
cc ss
44
,1cos1sin
2
,1
2
12022 αχχϑϑ −− ≤=−=−= . (5.32)
Here, 
2
,1αχ −s  is the quantile corresponding to the significance level α   for the chi-square
distribution of 1−s  degrees of freedom.
The set of directions determined by the inequality (5.32) constitutes the confidence cone.
The axis of a confidence cone is the reconstructed state vector c . The confidence cone covers the
direction of an unknown state vector at a given confidence level α−=1P .
From the standpoint of theory of unitary transformations in quantum mechanics (in our case
transformations are reduced to orthogonal), it can be found an expansion basis in (5.1) such that the
sum will contain the only nonzero term, namely, the true psi function. This result means that if the
best basis is guessed absolutely right and the true state vector is ( )0,...,0,0,1 , the empirical state
vector estimated by the maximum likelihood method will be the random vector( )1210 ,...,,, −scccc , where ( )2 1210 ...1 −++−= sccc , and the other components
1,...,1      
4
1,0~ −=

 si
n
Nci  will be independent as it has been noted earlier.
6.  Chi-Square Criterion. Test of the Hypothesis That the Estimated State Vector Equals to
the State Vector of a General Population. Estimation of the Statistical Significance of
Differences between Two Samples.
Rewrite (5.31) in the form
( )( )( ) 2 12 0,14 −=− sccn χ . (6.1)
This relationship is a chi-square criterion to test the hypothesis that the state vector
estimated by the maximum likelihood method c  equals to the state vector of general population
( )0c .
In view of the fact that for ∞→n  ( )( ) 2,1 0 →+ cc , the last inequality may be rewritten in
another asymptotically equivalent form
( )( ) 2 11
0
2 04 −
−
=
=−∑ ss
i
ii ccn χ . (6.2)
Here, we have taken into account that
( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )∑∑∑ −
=
−
=
−
=
−=+−=−
1
0
0
1
0
2002
1
0
2 0 122
s
i
ii
s
i
iiii
s
i
ii cccccccc .
As is easily seen, the approach under consideration involves the standard chi-square
criterion as a particular case corresponding to a histogram basis. Indeed, the chi-square parameter is
usually defined as [22, 28]
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( )( )
( )∑−
=
−=
1
0
0
2 0
2
s
i i
ii
n
nnχ ,
where 
( )0
in  is the number of points expected in i -th interval  according to theoretical distribution.
In the histogram basis, 
n
nc ii =  is the empirical state vector and ( )
( )
n
nc ii
0
0 = , theoretical
state vector. Then,
( )( )
( )
( )( )∑∑ −
=
−
=
−→−=
1
0
20
1
0
2 0
 
2 2 0
 
2
2 4
s
i
ii
s
i i
ii ccn
c
ccnχ . (6.3)
Here, the sign of passage to the limit means that random variables appearing in both sides of (6.3)
have the same distribution. We have used also the asymptotic approximation
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )00002 0 2 2 iiiiiiiii ccccccccc −→−+=− . (6.4)
Comparing (6.2) and (6.3) shows that the parameter 
2χ  is a random variable with 2χ -
distribution of 1−s  degrees of freedom (if the tested hypothesis is valid). Thus, the standard chi-
square criterion is a particular case (corresponding to a histogram basis) of the general approach
developed here (that can be used in arbitrary basis).
The chi-square criterion can be applied to test the homogeneity of two different set of
observations (samples). In this case, the hypothesis that the observations belong to the same
statistical ensemble (the same general population) is tested.
In the case under consideration, the standard chi-square criterion [22, 28] may be
represented in new terms as follows:
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )( )∑∑ −
=
−
=
−+→+



 −
=
1
0
221
21
21
1
0
21
2
2
2
1
1
21
2 4
s
i
ii
s
i ii
ii
cc
nn
nn
nn
n
n
n
n
nnχ , (6.5)
where 1n  and 2n  are the sizes of the first and second samples, respectively; 
( )1
i
n  and ( )2in , the
numbers of points in the i -th interval; and ( )1ic  and 
( )2
i
c , the empirical state vectors of the
samples. In the left side of (6.5), the chi-square criterion in a histogram basis is presented; in the
right side, the same criterion in general case. The parameter 
2χ  defined in such a way is a
random variable with the 
2χ  distribution of 1−s  degrees of freedom (the sample homogeneity is
assumed).
7.  Optimization of the Number of Harmonics
Let an exact (usually, unknown) psi function be
( ) ( )∑∞
=
=
0i
ii xcx ϕψ . (7.1)
Represent the psi-function estimator in the form
( ) ( )∑−
=
=
1
0
ˆˆ
s
i
ii xcx ϕψ . (7.2)
Here, the statistical estimators are denoted by caps in order to distinguish them from exact
quantities.
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Comparison of two formulas shows that difference between the exact and estimated psi
functions is caused by two reasons [34]. First, we neglect s -th and higher harmonics by truncating
the infinite series. Second, the estimated Fourier series coefficients (with caps) differ from unknown
exact values.
Let
iii ccc δ+=ˆ . (7.3)
Then, in view of the basis orthonormality, the squared deviation of the exact function from the
approximate one may be written as
( ) ( ) ∑∑∫ ∞
=
−
=
+=−=
si
i
s
i
i ccdxsF
2
1
0
22ˆ δψψ . (7.4)
Introduce the notation
( ) ∑∞
=
=
si
icsQ
2
. (7.5)
By implication, ( )sQ  is deterministic (not a random) variable. As for the first term, we
will consider it as a random variable asymptotically related to the chi-square distribution:
n
c s
s
i
i 4
~
2
1
1
0
2 −
−
=
∑ χδ ,
where 
2
1−sχ  is the random variable with the chi-square distribution of 1−s  degrees of freedom.
Thus, we find that ( )sF  is a random variable of the form
( ) ( )sQ
n
sF s += −
4
2
1χ
. (7.6)
We will look for an optimal number of harmonics using the condition for minimum of the
function mean value ( )sF :
( ) ( ) min
4
1 →+−= sQ
n
ssF . (7.7)
Assume that, at sufficiently large s ,
( ) rs
fsQ = . (7.8)
The optimal value resulting from the condition 
( ) 0=∂
∂
s
sF
 is
1 4+= ropt rfns . (7.9)
The formula (7.9) has a simple meaning: the Fourier series should be truncated when its
coefficients become equal to or smaller than the error, i.e., 
n
cs 4
12 ≤ . From (7.8) it follows that
1
2
+≈ rs s
rfc . The combination of the last two formulas yields the estimation (7.9).
The coefficients f  and r  can be calculated by the regression method. The regression
function (7.8) is smoothed by taking a logarithm
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( ) srfsQ lnlnln −= . (7.10)
Another way to numerically minimize ( )sF  is to detect the step when the inequality
n
cs 4
12 ≤  is systematically satisfied. It is necessary to determine that the inequality is met just
systematically in contrast to the case when several coefficients are equal to zero in result of the
symmetry of the function.
Our approach to estimate the number of expansion terms does not pretend to high rigor. For
instance, strictly speaking, our estimation of the statistical noise level does not directly concern the
coefficients in the infinite Fourier series. Indeed, the estimation was performed in the case when the
estimated function is exactly described by a finite (preset) number of terms in the Fourier series
with coefficients involving certain statistical error due to the finite size of a sample. Moreover,
since the function to be determined is unknown (otherwise, there is no a problem), any estimation of
the truncation error is approximate, since it is related to the introduction of additional assumptions.
The optimization of the number of terms in the Fourier series may be performed by the
Tikhonov regularization methods [1, 34].
8.  Numerical Simulations. Chebyshev-Hermite Basis
In this paper, the set of the Chebyshev - Hermite functions corresponding to the stationary
states of a quantum harmonic oscillator is used for numerical simulations. In particular, this basis is
convenient since the Gaussian distribution in zero-order approximation can be achieved by
choosing the ground oscillator state; and adding the contributions of higher harmonics into the state
vector provides deviations from the gaussianity.
The set of the Chebyshev-Hermite basis functions is [29, 31]
( ) ( ) ( ) ,...2,1,0     ,2exp!2 1
2
2/1 =


−= kxxH
k
x kkk π
ϕ . (8.1)
Here, ( )xHk  is the Chebyshev-Hermite polynomial of the k -th order. The first two polynomials
have the form( ) 10 =xH , (8.2)( ) xxH 21 = . (8.3)
The other polynomials can be found by the following recurrent relationship:( ) ( ) ( ) 022 11 =+− −+ xkHxxHxH kkk . (8.4)
The algorithms proposed here have been tested by the Monte Carlo method using the
Chebyshev-Hermite functions for a wide range of distributions (mixture of several Gaussian
components, gamma distribution, beta distribution etc.). The results of numerical simulations show
that the estimation of the number of terms in the Fourier series is close to optimal. It turns out that
the approximation accuracy decays more sharply in the case when less terms than optimal are taken
into account than in the opposite case when several extra noise harmonics are allowed for. From the
aforesaid, it follows that choosing larger number of terms does not result in sharp deterioration of
the approximation results. For example, the approximate density of the mixture of two components
weakly varies in the range from 8—10 to 50 and more terms for a sample of several hundreds
points.
Figure 2 shows an example of comparison of a double-humped curve (dotted line) with an
exact distribution (solid line), as well as smoothing the dependence by (7.10) (the sample size is
200=n ). Note that Figs. 1 and 2 correspond to the same statistical data.
This approach implies that the basis for the psi-function expansion can be arbitrary but it
should be preset. In this case, the found results turn out to be universal (independent of basis). This
concerns the Fisher information matrix, covariance matrix, chi-square parameter etc. The set of the
Chebyshev-Hermite functions can certainly be generalized by introducing translation and scaling
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parameters that have to be estimated by the maximum likelihood method. The Fisher information
matrix, covariance matrix etc. found in such a way would be related only to the Chebyshev-Hermite
basis and nothing else.
Fig. 2 (a) An example of comparison of a double-humped 
curve (dotted line) with an exact distribution (solid line); 
(b) smoothing the dependence by (7.10)
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Practically, the expansion basis can be fixed beforehand if the data describe a well-known
physical system (e.g., in atomic systems, the basis is preset by nature in the form of the set of
stationary states).
In other cases, the basis has to be chosen in view of the data under consideration. For
instance, in the case of the Chebyshev-Hermite functions, it can be easily done if one assumes that
the distribution is Gaussian in the zero-order approximation.
Note that the formalism presented here is equally applicable to both one-dimensional and
multidimensional data. In the latter case, if the Chebyshev-Hermite functions are used, one may
assume that multidimensional normal distribution takes place in the zero-order approximation that,
in its turn, can be transformed to the standard form by translation, scale, and rotational
transformations.
9.  Density Matrix
The density matrix method is a general quantum mechanical method to study
inhomogeneous statistical populations (mixtures). The corresponding technique can be used in
statistical data analysis as well.
First, for example, consider a case when the analysis of Sec. 6 shows that two statistical
samples are inhomogeneous. In this case, the density matrix represented by a mixture of two
components can be constructed for the total population:
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( ) ( )2211 ρρρ
n
n
n
n += , (9.1)
where
21 nnn += ,( ) ( ) ( )∗= 111 jiij ccρ , (9.2)
( ) ( ) ( )∗= 222 jiij ccρ . (9.3)
Any density matrix can be transformed to the diagonal form by a unitary transformation. In
the diagonal representation, the density matrix of the pure state will have the only element equal to
unity and the other, equal to zero. In the case of two component mixture (9.1), there will be two
nonzero elements etc.
Note that only the density matrix of a pure state satisfies the condition
ρρ =2 . (9.4)
In the diagonal representation, the density for the mixture of m  components can be
represented in terms of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the density matrix:
( ) ( )∑
=
=
m
i
ii xxp
1
2ψλ . (9.5)
In the case when the first component prevails in the expansion (9.5), it may be considered as
responsible for the basic density; whereas the other, describing noise.
Now, we cite some information on the density matrix from quantum mechanics.
The mean value of a physical quantity A  is expressed in terms of psi function as follows:
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ATrAdxxxAxcc
dxxxAxA
jiijijji ρρϕϕ
ψψ
===
==
∫
∫
∗∗
∗
. (9.6)
Here, the density matrix ρ  and the matrix element of A  are given by
∗= jiij ccρ , (9.7)
( ) ( ) ( )dxxxAxA ijji ϕϕ∫ ∗= , (9.8)
and Tr  denotes the trace of a matrix.
The density matrix introduced in such a way relates to a so-called pure state described by a
psi function. In general case, a matrix satisfying the following three conditions can be referred to as
a density matrix:
1.  Hermitian matrix:
ρρ =+ . (9.9)
Recall that 
*
jiij ρρ =+ .
2.  Positive (nonnegative) matrix∑ ≥≡ ∗
ji
jiij zzzz
,
0ρρ  (9.9)
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for any column vector z . The sign of equality takes place only for the identically zero column
vector. Thus the diagonal elements of the density matrix are always nonnegative.
3.  The matrix trace is equal to unity:( ) 1=ρTr . (9.11)
Each density matrix ρ  defined on a orthonormal basis ( )xiϕ  may be placed in
correspondence with a density operator( ) ( ) ( )xxxx jiij ϕϕρρ 11, ∗= . (9.12)
In the case when the arguments of the density operator coincide, we obtain the basic object
of probability theory, namely, probability density( ) ( ) ( ) ( )xxxxxp jiij ϕϕρρ ∗== , . (9.13)
The only probability density corresponds to the density matrix (in a given basis). The
opposite statement is incorrect.
The mean value (mathematical expectation) of any physical quantity given by an arbitrary
operator A  is ( )ATrAA jiij ρρ == . (9.14)
Now, consider the case when the analysis by the algorithm of Sec. 6 shows the homogeneity
of both statistical samples. In this case, the state estimator for the total population should be
represented by a certain superposition of the state estimators for separate samples. Let us show that
the corresponding optimal estimator is the first principle component of the joint density matrix (9.1)
in the expansion (9.5).
Let us express the eigenvectors of the joint density matrix (9.1) in terms of eigenvectors of
the components:
ijij cc λρ = , (9.15)
( ) ( )2
2
1
1 jjj cacac += . (9.16)
Substituting (9.16) into (9.15), in view of (9.2) and (9.3), we have a set of the homogeneous
equations in two unknowns:( )( )
( )( ) 

=+−+
=++−
∗ 0
0  
221212
211211
annnarn
ranannn
λ
λ
, (9.17)
where
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )2121 , ii ccccr ∗∗ ==  (9.18)
is a scalar product of two vectors.
The system admits a solution if its determinant is equal to zero. Finally, the eigenvalues of
the joint density matrix are
2
411
2,1
k−±=λ , (9.19)
where ( )
( )221
2
21 1
nn
rnn
k +
−= . (9.20)
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For simplicity's sake, we restrict our consideration to real valued vectors (just as in Sec. 6).
In the case of homogeneous samples, asymptotically ( )( ) ( )rrrr −→−+=− 12111 2 . Then,
according to (6.5), we asymptotically have




++=
−
2121
2
1 1~4
nn
O
nn
k sχ . (9.21)
Then,




+−= 211
11
nn
Oλ , (9.22)




+= 212
1
nn
Oλ . (9.23)
Thus, the first principal component has maximum weight while merging two homogeneous
samples. The second component has a weight of an order of 
21
1
nn +  and should be interpreted as a
statistical fluctuation. If one drops the second component, the density matrix would become pure.
Equation (9.17) and the normalization condition yield
21
1
1
nn
n
a +≈  21
2
2 nn
na +≈  (9.24)
up to terms of an order of 
21
1
nn + . In view of (5.25), the deviation of the resulting state vector is
( ) ( )2
2
1
1 ξξξ aa += , (9.25)( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) 1,...,1,0,      4 1 21
222
2
112
1
−=−+=
=+=
sjicc
nn
EaEaE
jiij
jijiji
δ
ξξξξξξ
.     (9.26)
The last equation shows that the fist principal component of a joint density matrix is
asymptotically efficient estimator of an unknown state vector.
Thus, in merging two large homogeneous samples with certain state estimators, it is not
necessary to return to the initial data and solve the likelihood equation for a total population. It is
sufficient to find the first principle component of a joint density matrix. This component will be an
estimator for the state vector of statistical ensemble that is refined over the sample population. As it
has been shown above, such an estimator is asymptotically effective and is not worth than the
estimator on the basis of initial data (to be precise, the loss in accuracy is of a higher order of
magnitude than (9.26)).
This property is of essential importance. It implies that the estimated psi function involves
practically all useful information contained in a large sample. In other words, psi function is
asymptotically sufficient statistics. This property can also be interpreted as an asymptotic
quasilinearity of a state vector satisfying the nonlinear likelihood equation.
10.  Phase Role. Statistical Analysis of Mutually Complementing Experiments. Inverse
Statistical Problem in Quantum Mechanics.
We have defined the psi function as a complex-valued function with the squared absolute
value equal to the probability density. From this point of view, any psi function can be determined
up to arbitrary phase factor ( )( )xiSexp . In particular, the psi function can be chosen real-valued.
For instance, in estimating the psi function in a histogram basis, the phases of amplitudes (3.2),
which have been chosen equal to zero, could be arbitrary.
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At the same time, from the physical standpoint, the phase of psi function is not redundant.
The psi function becomes essentially complex valued function in analysis of mutually
complementing (according to Bohr) experiments with micro objects [35].
According to quantum mechanics, experimental study of statistical ensemble in coordinate
space is incomplete and has to be completed by study of the same ensemble in another (canonically
conjugate, namely, momentum) space. Note that measurements of ensemble parameters in
canonically conjugate spaces (e.g., coordinate and momentum spaces) cannot be realized in the
same experimental setup.
The uncertainty relation implies that the two-dimensional density in phase space ( )pxP ,  is
physically senseless, since the coordinates and momenta of micro objects cannot be measured
simultaneously. The coordinate ( )xP  and momentum ( )pP~  distributions should be studied
separately in mutually complementing experiments and then combined by introducing the psi
function.
The coordinate-space and momentum-space psi functions are related to each other by the
Fourier transform
( ) ( ) ( )∫= dpipxpx exp~21 ψπψ , (10.1)
( ) ( ) ( )∫ −= dxipxxp exp21~ ψπψ . (10.2)
Consider a problem of estimating an unknown psi function ( ( )xψ  or ( )pψ~ ) by
experimental data observed both in coordinate and momentum spaces. We will refer to this problem
as an inverse statistical problem of quantum mechanics (do not confuse it with an inverse problem
in the scattering theory). The predictions of quantum mechanics are considered as a direct problem.
Thus, we consider quantum mechanics as a stochastic theory, i.e., a theory describing statistical
(frequency) properties of experiments with random events. However, quantum mechanics is a
special stochastic theory, since one has to perform mutually complementing experiments (space-
time description has to be completed by momentum-energy one) to get statistically full description
of a population (ensemble). In order for various representations to be mutually consistent, the theory
should be expressed in terms of probability amplitude rather than probabilities themselves.
A simplified approach to the inverse statistical problem, which will be exemplified by
numerical example, may be as follows. Assume that density estimators ( )xP  and ( )pP~  have
already been found (e.g., by histogram estimation). It is required to approximate the psi function for
a statistical ensemble. Figure 3 shows the comparison between exact densities that could be
calculated if the psi function of an ensemble is known (solid line), and histogram estimators
obtained in mutually complementing experiments. In each experiment, the sample size is 10000
points. In Fig. 4, the exact psi function is compared to that estimated by samples. The solution was
found by iteration procedure of adjusting the phase of psi function in coordinate and momentum
representations. In zero-order approximation ( ( )0=r ), the phases were assumed to be zero. The
momentum-space phase in the 1+r  approximation was determined by the Fourier transform of the
psi function in the r  approximation in the coordinate space and vice versa.
The histogram density estimator results in the discretization of distributions, and hence,
natural use of the discrete Fourier transform instead of a continuous one.
From (10.1) and (10.2), we straightforwardly have
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )∫∫ ∗∗ =∂∂∂∂ dppppdxxxx x ψψψψ ~~2 . (10.3)
From the standpoint of quantum mechanics, the formula (10.3) implies that the same
quantity, namely, the mean square momentum, is defined in two different representations
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(coordinate and momentum). This quantity has a simple form in the momentum representation,
whereas in the coordinate representation, it is rather complex characteristic of distribution shape
(irregularity). The corresponding quantity is proportional to the Fisher information on the
translation parameter of the distribution center (see Sec. 12).
Fig 3. Comparison between exact densities (solid lines) 
and histogram estimators (dots) in coordinate and 
momentum spaces.
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Fig. 4 Comparison between exact psi function (solid line) 
and that estimated by a sample (dots).
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The irregularity cannot be measured in the coordinate space in principle, since it refers to
another (momentum) space. In other words, if there is no any information from the canonically
conjugate space, the distribution irregularity in the initial space may turn out to be arbitrary high.
Singular distributions used in probability theory can serve as density models with an infinite
irregularity. From mathematical statistics, it is well-known that arbitrary large sample size does not
allow one to determine whether the distribution under consideration is continuous or singular. This
causes the ill-posedness of the inverse problem of the probability theory that has already been
discussed in Introduction.
Thus, from the standpoint of quantum mechanics, the ill-posedness of the classical problem
of density estimation by a sample is due to lack of information from the canonically conjugate
space. Regularization methods for inverse problem consist in excluding a priory strongly-irregular
functions from consideration. This is equivalent to suppression of high momenta in the momentum
space.
Let us turn now to more consistent description of the method for estimation of the state
vector of a statistical ensemble on the basis of experimental data obtained in mutually
complementing experiments. Consider corresponding generalization of the maximum likelihood
principle and likelihood equation. To be specific, we will assume that corresponding experiments
relate to coordinate and momentum spaces.
We define the likelihood function as (compare to (1.1))
( ) ( ) ( )∏∏
==
=
m
j
j
n
i
i cpPcxPcpxL
11
~, . (10.4)
Here, ( )cxP i  and ( )cpP j~  are the densities in mutually complementing experiments
corresponding to the same state vector c . We assume that n  measurements were made in the
coordinate space; and m , in the momentum one.
Then, the log likelihood function has the form (instead of (1.2))
( ) ( )∑∑
==
+=
m
j
j
n
i
i cpPcxPL
11
~lnlnln . (10.5)
The maximum likelihood principle together with the normalization condition evidently
results in the problem of maximization of the following functional:( )1ln −−= ∗iiccLS λ , (10.6)
where λ  is the Lagrange multiplier and
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )∑∑
=
∗∗
=
∗∗ +=
m
l
ljliji
n
k
kjkiji ppccxxccL
11
~~lnlnln ϕϕϕϕ .   (10.7)
Here, ( )piϕ~  is the Fourier transform of the function ( )xiϕ .
The likelihood equation has the form similar to (2.10)
1,...,1,0,       −== sjiccR ijij λ , (10.8)
where the R  matrix is determined by( ) ( )
( )
( ) ( )
( )∑∑ == +=
m
l l
ljli
n
k k
kjki
ij pP
pp
xP
xx
R
1
*
1
*
~
~~ ϕϕϕϕ
. (10.9)
By full analogy with calculations conducted in Sec. 2, it can be proved that the most likely
state vector always corresponds to the eigenvalue mn +=λ  of the R  matrix (equal to sum of
measurements).
The likelihood equation can be easily expressed in the form similar to (2.13):
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ϕ . (10.10)
The Fisher information matrix (prototype) is determined by the total information contained
in mutually complementing experiments (compare to (5.2) and (5.3)):
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )dpcpP
c
cpP
c
cpPmdxcxP
c
cxP
c
cxPncI
jiji
ij ,
~,~ln,~ln,,ln,ln~ ∗∗ ∂
∂
∂
∂⋅+∂
∂
∂
∂⋅= ∫∫ ,    (10.11)
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ij
jiji
ij mndpc
cp
c
cpmdx
c
cx
c
cxnI δψψψψ +=∂
∂
∂
∂⋅+∂
∂
∂
∂⋅= ∗
∗
∗
∗ ∫∫ ,~,~,,~ . (10.12)
Note that the factor of 4 is absent in (10.12) in contrast to the similar formula (5.3). This is
because of the fact that it is necessary to distinguish ( )xψ  and ( )x∗ψ  as well as c  and ∗c .
Consider the following simple transformation of a state vector that is of vital importance
(global gauge transformation). It is reduced to multiplying the initial state vector by arbitrary phase
factor: ( )cic  exp α=′ , (10.13)
where α  is arbitrary real number.
One can easily verify that the likelihood function is invariant against the gauge
transformation (10.13). This implies that the state vector can be estimated by experimental data up
to arbitrary phase factor. In other words, two state vectors that differ only in a phase factor describe
the same statistical ensemble. The gauge invariance, of course, also manifests itself in theory, e.g.,
in the gauge invariance of the Schrödinger equation.
The variation of a state vector that corresponds to infinitesimal gauge transformation is
evidently
1,...,1,0         −== sjcic jj αδ , (10.14)
where α  is a small real number.
Consider how the gauge invariance has to be taken into account in considering statistical
fluctuations of the components of a state vector. The normalization condition ( 1=∗jjcc ) yields that
the variations of the components of a state vector satisfy the condition( ) 0=+ ∗∗ jjjj cccc δδ . (10.15)
Here, jjj ccc −= ˆδ  is the deviation of the state estimator found by the maximum
likelihood method from the true state vector characterizing the statistical ensemble.
In view of the gauge invariance, let us divide the variation of a state vector into two terms
ccc 21 δδδ += . The first term cic  1 αδ =  corresponds to gauge arbitrariness, and the second
one c2δ  is a real physical fluctuation.
An algorithm of dividing of the variation into gauge and physical terms can be represented
as follows. Let cδ  be arbitrary variation meeting the normalization condition. Then, (10.15) yields( ) εδ icc jj =∗ , where ε  is a small real number.
Dividing the variation cδ  into two parts in this way, we have( ) ( ) ( ) εδαδαδ iccicccicc jjjjjjj =+=+= ∗∗∗ 22 . (10.16)
Choosing the phase of the gauge transformation according to the condition εα = , we find
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( ) 02 =∗jj ccδ . (10.17)
Let us show that this gauge transformation provides minimization of the sum of squares of
variation absolute values. Let ( ) εδ icc jj =∗ . Having performed infinitesimal gauge transformation,
we get the new variation
jjj ccic δαδ +−=′ . (10.18)
Our aim is to minimize the following expression:( )( ) min2 2 →+−=++−=′′ ∗∗∗∗ αεαδδδαδαδδ jjjjjjjj cccciccicc . (10.19)
Evidently, the last expression has a minimum at εα = .
Thus, the gauge transformation providing separation of the physical fluctuation from the
variation achieves two aims.
First, the condition (10.15) is divided into two independent conditions:( ) 0=∗jj ccδ  and ( ) 0=∗ jj ccδ       (10.20).
Here, we have dropped the subscript 2 assuming that the state vector variation is a physical
fluctuation free of the gauge component).
Second, this transformation results in mean square minimization of possible variations of a
state vector.
Let cδ  be a column vector, then the Hermitian conjugate value +cδ  is a row vector.
Statistical properties of the fluctuations are determined by the quadratic form
∑−
=
∗+ =
1
0,
~~ s
ji
ijij ccIcIc δδδδ . In order to switch to independent variables, we will explicitly express
(as in Sec. 5) a zero component in terms of the others. According to (10.20), we have
∗
∗
−=
0
0 c
cc
c jj
δδ . This leads us to ∗
∗
∗ = ijji ccc
cc
cc δδδδ 2
0
00 . The quadratic form under consideration can
be represented in the form ∑∑ −
=
∗−
=
∗ =
1
1,
1
0,
~ s
ji
ijij
s
ji
ijij ccIccI δδδδ , where the true Fisher information matrix
has the form (compare to (5.4))
( ) 1,...,1,            2
0
*
−=


 ++= sji
c
cc
mnI jiijij δ , (10.21)
where ( )21220 ...1 −++−= sccc . (10.22)
The inversion of the Fisher matrix yields the truncated covariance matrix (without zero component).
Having calculated covariations with zero components in an explicit form, we finally find the
expression for the total covariance matrix that is similar to (5.15):
( ) ( )∗∗ −+==Σ jiijjiij ccmncc δδδ 1   1,...,1,0 , −= sji . (10.23)
The Fisher information matrix and covariance matrix are Hermitian. It is easy to see that the
covariance matrix (10.23) satisfies the condition similar to (5.17):
0=Σ jijc . (10.24)
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By full analogy with the reasoning of Sec. 5, it is readily seen that the matrix (10.23) is the
only (up to a factor) Hermitian tensor of the second order that can be constructed from a state vector
satisfying the normalization condition.
The formula (10.23) can be evidently written in the form
( ) ( )ρ−+=Σ Emn
1
, (10.25)
where E  is the ss×  unit matrix, and ρ  is the density matrix.
In the diagonal representation
+=Σ UDU , (10.26)
where U  is the unitary matrix, and D  is the diagonal matrix.
The diagonal of the D  matrix has the only zero element (the corresponding eigenvector is
the state vector). The other diagonal elements are equal to 
mn +
1  (the corresponding eigenvectors
and their linear combinations form subspace that is orthogonal complement to a state vector).
The chi-square criterion determining whether the scalar product between the estimated and
true vectors 
( )0∗cc  is close to unity that is similar to (6.1) is
( ) ( ) 2 12 01 −∗ = −+ sccmn χ . (10.27)
This method is illustrated in Fig. 5. In this figure, the density estimator is compared to the
true densities in coordinate and momentum spaces.
Fig. 5. Comparison between density estimators and 
true densities in (a) coordinate and (b) momentum spaces
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The sample of a size of 200== mn  ( 400=+mn ) was taken from a statistical
ensemble of harmonic oscillators with a state vector with three nonzero components ( 3=s ).
11.  Constraint on the Energy
As it has been already noted, the estimation of a state vector is associated with the problem
of suppressing high frequency terms in the Fourier series. In this section, we consider the
regularization method based on the law of conservation of energy. Consider an ensemble of
harmonic oscillators (although formal expressions are written in general case). Taking into account
the normalization condition without any constraints on the energy, the terms may appear that make
a negligible contribution to the norm but arbitrary high contribution to the energy. In order to
suppress these terms, we propose to introduce both constraints on the norm and energy in the
maximum likelihood method. The energy is readily estimated by the data of mutually
complementing experiments.
It is worth noting that in the case of potentials with a finite number of discrete levels in
quantum mechanics [29, 31], the problem of truncating the series does not arise (if solutions
bounded at infinity are considered).
We assume that the psi function is expanded in a series in terms of eigenfunctions of the
energy operator Hˆ  (Hamiltonian):
( ) ( )∑−
=
=
1
0
s
i
ii xcx ϕψ , (11.1)
where basis functions satisfy the equation
( ) ( )xExH iii ϕϕ =ˆ . (11.2)
Here, iE  is the energy level corresponding to i -th state.
The mean energy corresponding to a statistical ensemble with a wave function ( )xψ  is
( ) ( ) ∑∫ −
=
∗∗ ==
1
0
ˆ
s
i
iii ccEdxxHxE ψψ . (11.3)
In arbitrary basis
∑−
=
∗=
1
0
s
i
ijij ccHE , where ( ) ( )∫ ∗= dxxHxH jiij ϕϕ ˆ . (11.4)
Consider a problem of finding a maximum likelihood estimator of a state vector in view of a
constraint on the energy and norm of the state vector. In energy basis, the problem is reduced to
maximization of the following functional:( ) ( )EccEccLS iiiii −−−−= ∗∗ 21 1ln λλ , (11.5)
where 1λ  and 2λ  are the Lagrange multipliers and Lln  is given by (10.7).
In this case, the likelihood equation has the form( ) iijij cEcR 21 λλ += , (11.6)
where the R  matrix is determined by (10.9).
In arbitrary basis, the variational functional and the likelihood equation have the forms( ) ( )EccHccLS ijijii −−−−= ∗∗ 21 1ln λλ , (11.7)( ) ijijij ccHR 12 λλ =− . (11.8)
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Having multiplied the both parts of (11.6) (or (11.8)) by 
∗
ic  and summed over i , we
obtain the same result representing the relationship between the Lagrange multipliers:( ) Emn 21 λλ +=+ . (11.9)
The sample mean energy E  (i.e., the sum of the mean potential energy that can be
measured in the coordinate space and the mean kinetic energy measured in the momentum space)
was used as the estimator of the mean energy in numerical simulations below.
Now, let us turn to the study of statistical fluctuations of a state vector in the problem under
consideration. We restrict our consideration to the energy representation in the case when the
expansion basis is formed by stationary energy states (that are assumed to be nondegenerate).
Additional condition (11.3) related to the conservation of energy results in the following
relationship between the components
( )∑−
=
∗∗ =+=
1
0
0
s
j
jjjjjj ccEccEE δδδ . (11.10)
It turns out that both parts of the equality can be reduced to zero independently if one
assumes that a state vector to be estimated involves a time uncertainty, i.e., may differ from the true
one by a small time translation. The possibility of such a translation is related to the time-energy
uncertainty relation.
The well-known expansion of the psi function in terms of stationary energy states, in view
of time dependence, has the form ( 1=h )( ) ( )( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )∑
∑
−=
=−−=
j
jjjj
j
jjj
xtiEtiEc
xttiEcx
ϕ
ϕψ
expexp
exp
0
0
(11.11)
In the case of estimating the state vector up to translation in time, the transformation( )0exp tiEcc jjj =′  (11.12)
related to arbitrariness of zero-time reference 0t  may be used to fit the estimated state vector to the
true one.
The corresponding infinitesimal time translation leads us to the following variation of a state
vector:
jjj cEitc 0=δ . (11.13)
Let cδ  be any variation meeting both the normalization condition and the law of energy
conservation. Then, from (10.15) and (11.3) it follows that( ) 1εδ icc
j
jj =∑ ∗ , (11.14)
( ) 2εδ icEc
j
jjj =∑ ∗ , (11.15)
where 1ε  and 2ε  are arbitrary small real numbers.
In analogy with Sec. 10, we divide the total variation cδ  into unavoidable physical
fluctuation c2δ  and variations caused by the gauge and time invariances:
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jjjjj ccEitcic 20 δαδ ++= . (11.16)
We will separate out the physical variation c2δ , so that it fulfills the conditions (11.14)
and (11.15) with a zero right part. It is possible if the transformation parameters α   and  0t  satisfy
the following set of linear equations:



=+
=+
20
2
10         εα
εα
tEE
tE
. (11.17)
The determinant of (11.17) is the energy variance
222 EEE −=σ .   (11.18)
We assume that the energy variance is a positive number. Then, there exists a unique
solution of the set (11.17). If the energy dissipation is equal to zero, the state vector has the only
nonzero component. In this case, the gauge transformation and time translation are dependent, since
they are reduced to a simple phase shift.
In full analogy with the reasoning on the gauge invariance, one can show that in view of
both the gauge invariance and time homogeneity, the transformation satisfying (11.17) provides
minimization of the total variance of the variations (sum of squares of the components absolute
values). Thus, one may infer that physical fluctuations are minimum possible fluctuations
compatible with the conservation of norm and energy.
Assuming that the total variations are reduced to the physical ones, we assume hereafter that( ) 0=∑ ∗
j
jj ccδ , (11.19)
( ) 0=∑ ∗
j
jjj cEcδ . (11.20)
The relationships found yield (in analogy with Sec. 10) the conditions for the covariance
matrix 
∗=Σ jiij ccδδ :( ) 0=Σ∑
j
jijc , (11.21)
( ) 0=Σ∑
j
jjij cE . (11.22)
Consider the unitary matrix 
+U  with the following two rows (zero and first):( ) ∗+ = jj cU 0 , (11.23)
( ) ( ) 1,...,1,0       1 −=−= ∗+ sjcEEU
E
jj
j σ . (11.24)
This matrix determines the transition to principle components of the variation
ijij fcU δδ =+ . (11.25)
According to (11.19) and (11.20), we have 010 == ff δδ  identically in new variables so
that there remain only 2−s  independent degrees of freedom.
The inverse transformation is
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cfU δδ = . (11.26)
On account of the fact that 010 == ff δδ , one may drop two columns (zero and first) in
the U  matrix turning it into the factor loadings matrix L
1,...,3,2    ;1,...,1,0       −=−== sjsicfL ijij δδ . (11.27)
The L  matrix has s  rows and 2−s  columns. Therefore, it provides the transition from 2−s
independent variation principle components to s  components of the initial variation.
In principal components, the Fisher information matrix and covariance matrix are given by( ) ijfij mnI δ+= , (11.28)
( ) ijjifij mnff δδδ +==Σ ∗
1
. (11.29)
In order to find the covariance matrix for the state vector components, we will take into
account the fact that the factor loadings matrix L  differs form the unitary matrix U  by the
absence of two aforementioned columns, and hence,( )( ) ∗∗+ −−−−= ji
E
ji
jiijkjik cc
EEEE
ccLL 2σδ , (11.30)
mn
LL
ffLLcc kjikrkjrikjiij +===Σ
+
∗∗∗ δδδδ . (11.31)
Finally, the covariance matrix in the energy representation takes the form
( )
( )( )
1,...,1,0, 
 11 2
−=




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

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∗
sji
EEEE
cc
mn E
ji
jiijij σδ . (11.32)
It is easily verified that this matrix satisfies the conditions (11.21) and (11.22) resulting from
the conservation of norm and energy.
The mean square fluctuation of the psi function is
( ) ( ) ( )
mn
sTrccdxxcxcdx iijjii +
−=Σ=== ∗∗∗∗∫ ∫ 2δδϕδϕδδψδψ . (11.33)
The estimation of optimal number of harmonics in the Fourier series, similar to that in Sec.
7, has the form ( )1+ += ropt mnrfs , (11.34)
where the parameters r  and f  determine the asymptotics for the sum of squares of residuals:
( ) r
si
i s
fcsQ ==∑∞
=
2
. (11.35)
The norm existence implies only that 0>r . In the case of statistical ensemble of harmonic
oscillators with existing energy, 1>r . If the energy variance is defined as well, 2>r .
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Figure 6 shows how the constraint on energy decreases high-energy noise. The momentum-
space density estimator disregarding the constraint on energy (upper plot) is compared to that
accounting for the constraint.
Fig. 6 (a) An estimator without the constraint on energy; 
(b) An estimator with the constraint on energy. 
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 The sample of the size of 50== mn  ( 100=+mn ) was taken from the statistical ensemble of
harmonic oscillators. The state vector of the ensemble had three nonzero components ( 3=s ).
Figure 6 shows the calculation results in bases involving 3=s  and 100=s  functions,
respectively. In the latter case, the number of basis functions coincided with the total sample size.
Figure 6 shows that in the case when the constraint on energy was taken into account, the 97
additional noise components influenced the result much weaker than in the case without the
constraint.
12.  Fisher Information and Variational Principle in Quantum Mechanics
The aim of this section is to show a certain relation between the mathematical problem of
minimizing the energy by the variational principle in quantum mechanics and the problem of
minimizing the Fisher information (more precisely, the Fisher information on the translation
parameter) that may be used (and is really used) in some model problems of statistical data analysis
(for detail, see [36, 37]).
Let us show that there exists a certain analogy between the Fisher information on the
translation parameter and kinetic energy in quantum mechanics. This analogy results in the fact that
variational problems of robust statistics are mathematically equivalent to the problems of finding
the ground state of a stationary Schrödinger equation [36, 37].
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Indeed, kinetic energy in quantum mechanics is (see, e.g., [29]; for simplicity, we consider
one-dimensional case):
( ) ( ) ∫∫ ∂∂∂∂=∂∂−=
∗
∗ dx
xxm
dx
x
xx
m
T ψψψψ
22
2
2
22 hh
. (12.1)
Here, m is the mass of a particle and h  is the Planck’s constant.
The last equality follows from integration by parts in view of the fact that the psi function
and its derivative are equal to zero at the infinity.
Assume that the psi function is real-valued and equals to the square root of the probability
density:
( ) ( )xpx =ψ . (12.2)
Then 
p
p
x 2
′=∂
∂ψ
, and hence,
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Here, we have taken into account that the Fisher information on the translation parameter, by
definition, is [36]
( ) ( ) ( )I p p x p p x dx=   ⋅ ⋅−∞
+∞
∫ '
2
. (12.4)
The Fisher information (12.4) is a functional with respect to the distribution density ( )p x .
Let us consider the following variational problem: it is required to find a distribution density( )p x  minimizing the Fisher information (12.4) at a given constraints on the mean value of the loss
function
( ) ( ) 0UdxxpxUU ≤= ∫ . (12.5)
In terms of quantum mechanics, the “loss function” ( )xU  is a potential.
The problem under consideration is linearized if the square root of the density, i.e., psi
function is considered instead of the density itself. The variational problem is evidently reduced to
minimization of the following functional:
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )∫
∫∫
−+
+−−⋅′=
+∞
∞−
0
2
2
2
1
2 1
UdxxxU
dxxdxxS
ψλ
ψλψψ
. (12.6)
Here, 1λ  and 2λ  are the Lagrange multipliers providing constraints on the norm of a state vector
and the loss function, respectively.
From the Lagrange-Euler equation it follows the equation for the psi function
ψλψλψ 12 =+′′− U . (12.7)
The last equation turns into a stationary Schrödinger equation if one introduces the notation
2
2 1
2 λ=m
h
2
1
λ
λ=E . (12.8)
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Minimization of kinetic energy at a given constraints on potential energy is equivalent to
minimization of the total energy. Therefore, the solution of the corresponding problem is the ground
state for a particle in a given field. The corresponding result is well-known in quantum mechanics
as the variational principle. It is frequently used to estimate the energy of a ground state.
The kinetic energy representations in two different forms (12.1) and (12.3) are known at
least from the works by Bohm on quantum mechanics ([38], see also [30]).
The variational principle considered here is employed in papers on robust statistics
developed, among others, by Huber [36]. The aim of robust procedures is, first of all, to find such
estimators of distribution parameters (e.g., translation parameters) that would be stable against
(weakly sensible to) small deviations of a real distribution from the theoretical one. A basic model
in this approach is a certain given distribution (usually, Gaussian distribution) with few given
outlying observations.
For example, if the estimator of the translation parameter is of the M- type (i.e., estimators
of maximum likelihood type), the maximum estimator variance (due to its efficiency) will be
determined by minimal Fisher information characterizing the distribution in a given neighborhood
[36].
Minimization of the Fisher information shows the way to construct robust distributions. As
is seen from the definition (12.4), the Fisher information is a positive quantity making it possible to
estimate the complexity of the density curve. Indeed, the Fisher information is related to the squared
derivative of the distribution density; therefore, the more complex, irregular, and oscillating the
distribution density, the greater the Fisher information. From this point of view, the simplicity can
be achieved by providing minimization of the Fisher information at given constraints. The Fisher
information may be considered as a penalty function for the irregularity of the density curve. The
introduction of such penalty functions aims at regularization of data analysis problems and is based
on the compromise between two tendencies: to obtain the data description as detailed as possible
using functions without fast local variations [37, 39-41].
In the work by Good and Gaskins [39], the problem of minimization of smoothing
functional, which is equal to the difference between the Fisher information and log likelihood
function, is stated in order to approximate the distribution density. The corresponding method is
referred to as the maximum penalized likelihood method [40-41].
Among all statistical characteristics, the most popular are certainly the sample mean
(estimation of the center of probability distribution) and sample variance (to estimate the deviation).
Assuming that these are the only parameters of interest, let us find the simplest distribution (in
terms of the Fisher information). The corresponding variational problem is evidently equivalent to
the problem of finding the minimum energy solution of the Schrödinger equation (12.7) with a
quadratic potential. The corresponding solution (density of the ground state of a harmonic
oscillator) is the Gaussian distribution.
If the median and quartiles are used as a given parameters instead of sample mean and
variance, which are very sensitive to outlying observations, the family of distributions that are
nonparametric analogue of Gaussian distribution and accounting for possible data asymmetry can
be found [37].
Conclusions
Let us state a short summary.
The root density estimator is based on the representation of the probability density as a
squared absolute value of a certain function, which is referred to as a psi function in analogy with
quantum mechanics. The method proposed is an efficient tool to solve the basic problem of
statistical data analysis, i.e., estimation of distribution density on the basis of experimental data.
The coefficients of the psi-function expansion in terms of orthonormal set of functions are
estimated by the maximum likelihood method providing optimal asymptotic properties of the
method (asymptotic unbiasedness, consistency, and asymptotic efficiency). An optimal number of
harmonics in the expansion is appropriate to choose, on the basis of the compromise, between two
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opposite tendencies: the accuracy of the estimation of the function approximated by a finite series
increases with increasing number of harmonics, however, the statistical noise level also increases.
The likelihood equation in the root density estimator method has a simple quasilinear
structure and admits developing an effective fast-converging iteration procedure even in the case of
multiparametric problems. It is shown that an optimal value of the iteration parameter should be
found by the maximin strategy. The numerical implementation of the proposed algorithm is
considered by the use of the set of Chebyshev-Hermite functions as a basis set of functions.
The introduction of the psi function allows one to represent the Fisher information matrix as
well as statistical properties of the sate vector estimator in simple analytical forms. Basic objects of
the theory (state vectors, information and covariance matrices etc.) become simple geometrical
objects in the Hilbert space that are invariant with respect to unitary (orthogonal) transformations.
A new statistical characteristic, a confidence cone, is introduced instead of a standard
confidence interval. The chi-square test is considered to test the hypotheses that the estimated
vector equals to the state vector of general population and that both samples are homogeneous.
It is shown that it is convenient to analyze the sample populations (both homogeneous and
inhomogeneous) using the density matrix.
The root density estimator may be applied to analyze the results of experiments with micro
objects as a natural instrument to solve the inverse problem of quantum mechanics: estimation of
psi function by the results of mutually complementing (according to Bohr) experiments.
Generalization of the maximum likelihood principle to the case of statistical analysis of mutually
complementing experiments is proposed. The principle of complementarity makes it possible to
interpret the ill-posedness of the classical inverse problem of probability theory as a consequence of
the lacking of the information from canonically conjugate probabilistic space.
The Fisher information matrix and covariance matrix are considered for a quantum
statistical ensemble. It is shown that the constraints on the norm and energy are related to the gauge
and time translation invariances. The constraint on the energy is shown to result in the suppression
of high-frequency noise in a state vector approximated.
The analogy between the variational method in quantum mechanics and certain model
problems of mathematical statistics is shown.
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